We present a deep search for H I 21-cm emission from the gaseous halo of Messier 31 as part of Project AMIGA, a large Hubble Space Telescope program to study the circumgalactic medium of the Andromeda galaxy. Our observations with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telesope target sight lines to 48 background AGNs, more than half of which have been observed in the ultraviolet with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph, with impact parameters 25 ρ 330 kpc (0.1 ρ/R vir 1.1). We do not detect any 21-cm emission toward these AGNs to limits of N (H I) ≈ 4 × 10 17 cm −2 (5σ; per 2 kpc diameter beam). This column density corresponds to an optical depth of ∼ 2.5 at the Lyman limit; thus our observations overlap with absorption line studies of Lyman limit systems at higher redshift. Our non-detections place a limit on the covering factor of such optically-thick gas around M31 to f c < 0.051 (at 90% confidence) for ρ ≤ R vir . While individual clouds have previously been found in the region between M31 and M33, the covering factor of strongly optically-thick gas is quite small. Our upper limits on the covering factor are consistent with expectations from recent cosmological "zoom" simulations. Recent COS-Halos ultraviolet measurements of H I absorption about an ensemble of galaxies at z ≈ 0.2 show significantly higher covering factors within ρ 0.5R vir at the same N (H I), although the metal ion-to-H I ratios appear to be consistent with those seen in M31.
INTRODUCTION
The gaseous circumgalactic medium (CGM) around galaxies serves as a massive reservoir of baryons and metals (Peeples et al. 2014; Werk et al. 2014; Keeney et al. 2017 ) and an import driver of galactic evolution. For example, gas and metals accreted from the CGM may provide the fuel for as much as half of a massive galaxy's stellar mass by z ∼ 0 (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Ford et al. 2014; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2016) . The CGM includes contributions from a broad range of sources. It includes material ejected from the central galaxy in the form of winds (e.g., Weiner et al. 2009; Tripp et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2013; Rubin et al. 2014; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2015; Muratov et al. 2017) , which may ultimately return to the galaxy. The CGM includes matter removed from satellites as gas stripped via tidal forces or ram pressure (Grcevich & Putman 2009; Spekkens et al. 2014; Emerick et al. 2016) or gas ejected via the winds of those same satellites (e.g., Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2016) .
1 It likely also includes matter that has accreted from the IGM, either as cold gas or gas that is heated via its interaction with the existing CGM (Kereš et al. 2005; Fumagalli et al. 2011a; van de Voort et al. 2011; Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011) . Most of these processes produce (at least initially) relatively dense, cool concentrations of gas. This is the case even for galactic winds, for which a significant fraction of the mass ejected may come from cool, entrained or condensed material (e.g., Heckman et al. 1990; Schwartz & Martin 2004; Rupke et al. 2005; Rubin et al. 2014; Kacprzak et al. 2014) . These cool streams of matter may ultimately fall onto the central galaxy itself, perhaps fueling future star formation (Kereš et al. 2005; Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Ford et al. 2014) or dissipate within the hotter, more diffuse coronal matter in the halo (e.g., Joung et al. 2012; Voit et al. 2015) . Thus, the observable CGM about galaxies is expected to be multiphase, with the very diffuse warm and hot gas (10 5 T 10 7 K; Tumlinson et al. 2011; Prochaska et al. 2011; Wakker & Savage 2009; Anderson et al. 2013 ) threaded with denser cool gas (10 4 T 10 5 K; Nielsen et al. 2013; Kacprzak et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2014; Keeney et al. 2017) , including the dense structures that could represent new matter flowing into the CGM for the first time (Lehner et al. 2013; Wotta et al. 2016; van de Voort et al. 2012) .
In the context of the CGM, such dense (n H 10 −3 cm −3 ) and cool (T < 10 5 K) structures are ionized entities. They have characteristic densities and size scales that produce optical depths at the Lyman limit of order unity and above (Schaye 2001; Fumagalli et al. 2011b; Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011; van de Voort et al. 2012 ). In QSO absorption line studies of the CGM, these streams would thus be categorized as Lyman limit systems (LLSs ; Tytler 1982; Steidel 1990) , with H I column densities N (H I) ≥ 1.6 × 10 17 cm −2 (log N (H I) ≥ 17.2), which corresponds to an optical depth at the H ionization edge of τ 1Ryd ≥ 1 (Spitzer 1978) . Studies of low-redshift Lyman limit systems have shown they exhibit a broad range of metallicities, from < 1% solar to super-solar metallicities (Lehner et al. 2013; Wotta et al. 2016) , as expected if they are tracing a range of origins, including accreting, stripped, or expelled matter.
Simulations of galaxies at z ≈ 2 show that optically-thick H I material may cover ∼ 2% − 10% of the area within the virial radius of typical galaxies (e.g., Fumagalli et al. 2011b; Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011) , with a signicantly higher covering fraction at the smallest impact parameters. Only recently have simulations been able to regularly study the high-density structures in the CGM to z = 0 with full feedback prescriptions. The covering factors of optically thick gas in simulated galaxies at low redshift tend to be lower on average than their higher-redshift counterparts, partly due to the general dimunition expected in cold accretion as well as generally diminished feedback. For example, Hafen et al. 2017 (hereafter H17) find a median f c ∼ 1% for log M halo /M ≈ 12 galaxies at z = 0. Still, the covering factors for individual galaxies can be as high as f c ∼ 10% − 15%, depending on the feedback recipes and the histories of recent star formation, mergers, and accretion (Gutcke et al. 2016, H17) . Measurements of optically-thick H I thus constrain the total mass in the densest material associated flows of matter through the CGM while also constraining prescriptions for feedback and other processes in galaxy simulations.
The study of galactic halos at log N (H I) ∼ 17 − 18 has largely been limited to absorption line measurements. However, the the best radio observatories now reach sensitivities to H I 21-cm emission that get nearly to τ 1 Ryd ≈ 1 gas around low-redshift galaxies (e.g., Lockman et al. 2012; Wolfe et al. 2013 Wolfe et al. , 2016 , bridging the gap between emission and absorption experiments. Radio searches for faint emission have the distinct advantage of (potentially at least) providing more spatial information than can be gleaned from the small numbers of skewers that are available for absorption line spectroscopy, with its need for bright background sources (especially in the ultraviolet).
Here we use the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT), part of the Green Bank Observatory, 2 to search for 21-cm emission from the halo of the nearby Andromeda galaxy. This 21-cm search is in support of our Project AMIGA (Absorption Maps In the Gas of Andromeda)
3 , a large Hubble Space Telescope (HST) program to study the absorption from the extended CGM about the Andromeda galaxy (M31) using the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS). Project AMIGA will measure UV absorption lines along ∼25 AGN sight lines passing within ρ ≈ R vir ≈ 300 kpc of the center of M31. This builds on our recent study demonstrating that M31 has a massive, diffuse CGM stretching to approximately R vir (Lehner et al. 2015, hereafter LHW15) . Project AMIGA will characterize the radial and azimuthal dependences of metal ion surface densities (for C II, C IV, Si II Si III, Si IV, and others) in M31's CGM. However, our HST observations will provide little information on the H I distribution at the velocities where LHW15 find metal absorption from M31's CGM (v LSR −500 km s −1 ), as the strongly-saturated Lyα absorption from the Milky Way completely blocks the light from the background AGNs over these wavelengths. This is not a problem with H I emission, where the Milky Way emission is largely constrained to higher velocities than M31's CGM.
In the present work we target 48 directions through the Andromeda galaxy's halo in order to measure the covering factor of highly optically-thick gas (τ 1 Ryd ≈ 2.5). Our observations achieve sensitivities to H I column densities that overlap with absorption line measurements of CGM H I about more distant galaxies (e.g., Tumlinson et al. 2013; Lehner et al. 2013; Prochaska et al. 2017) and UV absorption line studies of high-velocity clouds in the CGM of our own Milky Way (e.g., Fox et al. 2006) . As the 21-cm line is so easy to excite (the critical density for excitation is n crit ≈ 3×10 −5 cm −3 , well below the density of gas we are considering, and Lyα pumping is also an effective excitation mechanism), these GBT observations allow us to trace gas even in conditions expected of the CGM.
There is good reason to suspect that M31 may have a significant CGM, even one detectable in 21-cm emission. The relative dearth of neutral gas associated with dwarf satellite galaxies has led several groups to to argue for the existence of a low-density diffuse CGM about M31 to impact parameters ρ 270 kpc (Blitz & Robishaw 2000; Grcevich & Putman 2009 , see also Spekkens et al. 2014 for similar work specific to the Milky Way). Similarly, although the giant southern stream has a dynamical age of < 1 Gyr (Fardal et al. 2008) , its star formation was shut off well before it was tidally disrupted ( 4 Gyr ago; Brown et al. 2006) , suggesting its gas was stripped by M31's CGM long ago. Grcevich & Putman used ram pressure stripping arguments to imply a density of a few ×10 −4 cm −3 for a diffuse (potentially hot) corona about M31. Rao et al. (2013) searched for metal line absorption from the halo of M31, but their sensitivity was limited by the low spectral resolution of their data. LHW15 found significant metal ion surface densities for sight lines projected within ρ ≈ R vir ≈ 300 kpc of M31, suggesting an extended distribution of low-density gas. The total CGM gas mass implied by the LHW15 observations is significant at M total 2 × 10 8 (Z/Z ) −1 M within 0.2R vir , although the total mass could be a factor of 10 larger if the covering factor is near unity to the virial radius.
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The H I emission from the diffuse CGM implied by these studies may be minimal, depending on the metallicity and ionization state of the gas. In the Andromeda system, reported the detection of a diffuse "bridge" of low column density material stretching between M31 and its companion M33 (projected ∼ 200 kpc from M31), with an extension several degrees beyond M31 in the north (1 • ≈ 13 kpc at M31). In total Braun & Thilker found the filament stretched nearly 260 kpc. This work was done with a coarse angular resolution of 49 and velocity resolution of 18 km s −1 to achieve a sensitivity of log N (H I) ≈ 17 for emission filling the beam, and much of the bridge emission appeared to have beam-averaged column densities well below log N (H I) ∼ 18. Subsequent high-resolution maps of the vicinity of M33 have called into questioned the presence of this bridge, given the lack of a bridge component in the maps of M33 ). Lockman et al. (2012) confirmed the existence of faint 21-cm emission in this region between the two galaxies, but they noted the gas must be very patchy, as they did not find it consistently over several GBT pointings. Wolfe et al. (2013) and Wolfe et al. (2016) showed that most of the emission identified by was associated with higher column density, small-scale clumps of gas. The "bridge" appears to be constituted of small clouds (each with masses ∼ 10 5 M ) that appeared as more continuous, diffuse structure when diluted within the Westerbork beam employed by the Braun & Thilker study. And while Wolfe et al. (2016) did detect some emission in the extended structure found by to the northwest of M31, the spatial distribution of this gas appears to be much different than that implied by the initial maps. Thus, M31's CGM appears to harbor at least some small-scale concentrations of H I detectable through their 21-cm emission.
In the inner regions of M31's halo, Thilker et al. (2004) identified a population of high-velocity clouds (HVCs) projected within ρ ∼ 50 kpc of the center of M31, which were subsequently mapped at higher resolution by Westmeier et al. (2005) . These clouds individually have H I masses M HI ≈ 10 5 − 10 6 M with size scales of ∼ 1 kpc and central column densities N (H I) ∼ 10 19 cm −2 (Westmeier et al. 2005) . They are discrete structures, dense clouds (n HI ≈ 10 −2 cm −3 ) in the CGM that may be similar to the clouds identified at larger distances by Wolfe et al. (2016) , though with higher masses.
In the present experiment (Project AMIGA GBT), we survey sight lines toward UV-bright AGNs with impact parameters ρ R vir from M31 in order to characterize the distribution of dense, cool gas in the CGM. In no cases have the observed directions been chosen with prior knowledge of the local H I content. Thus, we can use our observations to directly determine the covering factor of optically-thick gas in the CGM of M31. Our covering factor estimates are complementary to the Richter (2012) assessment of the covering factor of HVCs about M31 based on the Thilker et al. (2004) maps (which have a 5σ column density sensitivity of log N (H I) ∼ 18.25 per GBT beam for a FWHM= 25 km s −1 , significantly higher than our observations).
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Our paper is presented as follows. We summarize the GBT observations and data reduction in §2. We derive covering factors for cool gas about the Andromeda galaxy in §3. In §4 we consider the covering factor results in the context of recent QSO absorption line measurements and numerical simulations. Our discussion and summary follow in §5 and §6. A metallicity measurement for a sight line passing through the nearby Magellanic Stream (MS) is included in an Appendix.
Throughout we assume a distance of 752 kpc to M31 (Riess et al. 2012 ). For comparison with other galaxies (simulated and observed), we assume for M31 a stellar mass log M * /M ≈ 11.0 and a halo mass log M h /M ≈ 12.0 (Tamm et al. 2012 ).
GBT 21-CM OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
We used the 100-m diameter Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (Prestage et al. 2009 ) to take pointed observations toward 48 AGNs projected behind the CGM of M31 as part of NRAO programs GBT15A-328 and GBT14B-436. A map showing the locations of the AGNs is given in Figure 1 , and the details of the AGN sight lines are summarized in Table 1 . These sight lines represent two samples that, together, should provide an unbiased sampling of the H I content of the Andromeda galaxy's gaseous halo. The first sample consists of 25 objects in the Project AMIGA sample, shown with red outlines in Figure 1 . These are selected to be UV-bright AGNs projected within ρ ≈ 340 kpc (∼ 1.1R vir ) of the center of M31. They are chosen to probe a broad range of impact parameters, with sight lines focused about the major axis, minor axis, and intermediate orientations. They do not sample the impact parameter space randomly (i.e., with weighting ∝ ρ 2 ). Furthermore, they do not randomly sample the azimuthal distribution, both because of the goals of Project AMIGA (to probe the azimuthal variations systematically) and of a general dearth of identified UV-bright AGNs behind the northern half of M31's CGM (see LHW15).
The remaining 23 pointings (shown with black outlines in Figure 1 ) sample sight lines toward UV-bright AGNs (and one blank sky direction) that are not scheduled for HST observations. These supplemental sight lines were chosen because they may eventually represent quality target for UV follow-up, and because they provide an expansion of our survey in a way that mimics the initial selection. In both cases, the principal criterion for selecting a sight line is the presence of a UV-bright background source. This selection is independent of the H I distribution, and we used no knowledge of the H I structure of M31 in selecting background sources. There is a bias in the distribution of the sources to the southern half of Andromeda's CGM. This is in part due to the increased extinction northward of M31 (at lower Galactic latitudes) and a lack of surveys at those lower latitudes (a result being rectified by QSO searches with, e.g., LAMOST; Huo et al. 2013) . We note that if the goal of our program was simply to derive information about the covering factor of low column density H I in the vicinity of M31, we would not need to search in directions toward background AGNs. However, the present program was designed with the UV observations (or potential future observations) in mind, so that deep H I observations might help constrain the metallicity of the CGM viewed in UV absorption.
The pointed GBT observations were taken with the L-band receiver and have a 9. 1 primary beam. Each AGN direction was initially observed for a total of 50-60 minutes in individual 10 minute scans. In a few cases difficulties with the receivers caused one of the polarizations to be unusable. We received additional director's discretionary time to reobserve 12 of the sight lines. Our observations employed a 5.16 MHz bandwidth centered on the H I hyperfine transition and have a native channel spacing of 0.15 km s −1 . The typical system temperature of the GBT in this configuration is 18 K at zenith in both linear polarizations. Our observations are consistent with this expectation, with most values in the range 17.3 T sys 19.0 K during our observations. The exceptions are those observations taken toward radio-bright AGNs 3C48 (45 K) and 3C59 (21.9 K) as well as the direction toward 3C66A (24.6 K). None of the other background AGNs is within a factor of 10 of the brightness of 3C48 and 3C59 (which have 1.4 GHz fluxes of ∼ 16 and 2 Jy). In-band frequency switching (with a throw of 3 MHz) was used for background subtraction. This provided useable velocity coverage of typically −515 v LSR +470 km s −1 . We performed the data reduction within GBTIDL (Marganian et al. 2006) , following Boothroyd et al. (2011) • is shaded.
the basic brightness temperature calibration and stray radiation correction and Lockman et al. (2012) for the scan coaddition and baseline fitting. For each sight line we individually examined each 10 minute scan, including both polarizations. In some cases we interpolated over occasional localized interference, i.e., for interference affecting a small number of channels in a given scan. In a few cases, individual scans were excluded from the coaddition if such interference occupied a large number of channels. The quality of the spectral baselines is one of the limiting factors in setting our column density sensitivity. For some scans, one of the linear polarized receivers had much worse baselines than typical. We excluded these from the subsequent data processing. We fitted spectral baselines separately to each scan and linear polarization over a very broad velocity range before coaddition. We adopted third-to fifth-order polynomials, taking care to exclude regions of potential emission from the fitting. The individual baseline-corrected spectra for a given sight line were then coadded with equal weights after applying an atmospheric extinction correction to each. Finally we corrected for the GBT's main beam efficiency at 21-cm (η mb = 0.88). The final data are binned to ∼ 0.6 km s −1 channel width. Several examples of our final spectra are shown in Figure 2 . We have performed an automated search for emission at ≥ 5σ significance over the velocity range −515 ≤ v LSR ≤ −170 km s −1 (M31 has a systemic velocity v sys = −300 km s −1 ). Our observations have typical RMS brightness temperature fluctuations of σ b ≈ 8 mK over the search velocities, with a full range between ≈ 7 and 12 mK per 0.6 km s −1 channel. The RMS brightness temperatures for each sight line, derived empirically over the full range of velocities searched for M31 emission, are given in Table 1 . Because we have calculated these empirically they include both the random noise and the effects of imperfect baseline subtractions or local baseline irregularities.
For each sight line we calculate detection limits for the H I column density assuming the optically thin approximation:
Any H I in the CGM of M31 will be optically thin in the 21-cm line.
The opacity of the 21-cm line is τ = (5.2 × 10
where the excitation temperature is generally close to the kinetic temperature of the H I. Thus for the expected H I column densities ≈ 10 18 cm −2 , FWHM = 25 km s −1 , and T ex > 1000 K, the peak optical depth will be τ < 2 × 10 −5 . Although the 21-cm measurements were made toward AGN, these almost always contribute a negligible amount of radio continuum emission. Even for the exception, 3C48, which has a continuum antenna temperature ∼ 30 K at the GBT, the continuum temperature is much less than the 21-cm excitation temperature. It would reduce the 21-cm emission line by < 1 mK for the expected 21-cm opacities, a signal that is well below the noise level.
Our detection limits are given in Table 1 based on the RMS brightness temperature fluctuations and an assumed line width of 25 km s −1 (FWHM). This yields typical 5σ detection limits of N (H I) ≤ 4 × 10 17 cm −2 per beam or better. Our choice of FWHM is based on the median FWHM in detections of M31 HVC and clump emission from the studies of Thilker et al. (2004) , Westmeier et al. (2008) , Lockman et al. (2012) , and Wolfe et al. (2016) . Our typical sensitivity is equivalent to an H I mass of M HI ∼ 10 4 M per beam (∼ 800 M /kpc 2 ), no matter the scale of the emission.
Toward the direction of M31's extended halo, H I emission from gas associated with the Milky Way and its HVCs, the Magellanic Stream (MS), and M31 can overlap in velocity, as discussed in detail by several works , LHW15, Kerp et al. 2016 . M31 itself has a systemic velocity in the LSR frame v LSR (M31) = −300 ± 4 km s −1 , and we expect potential CGM emission within ∼ ±225 km s −1 of the systemic velocity, given that more than 90% of the candidate dwarf galaxies in the M31 system lie within this range (McConnachie 2012). The upper velocity limit for our search is set by the likelihood of contamination by emission from relatively local Galactic HVCs, which are confined to v LSR −170 km s −1 Lehner et al. 2012, LHW15) . The lower velocity limit corresponds to the limits of the M31 HVC emission found by Thilker et al. (2004) . None of the emission detected in high-fidelity GBT individual pointings or maps Lockman et al. 2012; Wolfe et al. 2013 Wolfe et al. , 2016 have found emission at velocities more negative than v LSR = −515 km s −1 ; neither have absorption line searches for gas associated with the Andromeda galaxy (LHW15, Rao et al. 2013 ). In addition, most of our spectra do not give access to velocities more negative than v LSR −515 km s −1 given the adopted frequency-switching offset. At the same time, we can demonstrate that no Lyα absorption exists in the range −1000 ≤ v LSR ≤ −600 km s −1 toward the 25 AGNs in the Project AMIGA sample. This is based on a careful search of the blue edge of the Milky Way Lyα damping wings. Given the strength of this line, we would detect any gas with log N (H I) 13.5. This search will be presented in a future paper.
In addition to potential contamination by Milky Way HVCs, the MS crosses through this region of the sky at velocities that contaminate searches for M31 emission, as detailed by LHW15 (see also Nidever et al. 2008; Fox et al. 2014) . The emission from the MS is most important at small Magellanic latitudes (b MS ), although metal ion absorption from the MS can be seen to at least b MS ≈ ±30
• (Fox et al. 2014 ) and at Magellanic longitudes l MS −110
• . We show in Figure 1 the position of b MS = 0
• as a dashed curve, and we shade the region between b MS = ±15
• . The MS velocities can be predicted following Nidever et al. (2008) , as described in detail by LHW15 (see their Figure 3 ). Such contamination is only important at v LSR v sys (M31) ≈ −300 km s −1 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 ). Significant H I emission over −515 ≤ v LSR ≤ −170 km s −1 is observed in only 2 of our 48 sightlines (see Figure 2 ) at 5σ significance. The sight lines toward RBS 2055 and RBS 2061 (the filled points in Figure 1 ) show H I emission at the level of log N (H I) ∼ 17.8. The H I profiles for these directions are shown in Figure 2 , and the line properties are summarized in Table 2 . These objects lie only 1.
• 2 apart on the sky; both directions show emission at v LSR ≈ −336 km s −1 . RBS 2055 and RBS 2061 have Magellanic coordinates (l MS , b MS ) = (−113.2, +11.0) and (−112.1, +11.6), respectively. Thus, both sight lines lie close to the great circle on which the Magellanic system resides, and the detected emission has velocities close to those expected for the extrapolation of the MS in these directions. Our Project AMIGA COS observations of the sight line towards RBS 2055 also reveal significant metal line absorption. In particular, and unique among the Project AMIGA sight lines, this sight line shows absorption from O I λ1302 at the same velocity as the H I emission (as well as other metal lines). As we show in the Appendix, the comparison of N (O I)/N (H I), which gives a good measure of O/H with very small if any ionization corrections, yields a metallicity estimate [O/H] = −0.95 ± 0.12. This is consistent with the metallicities of the main body of the MS derived by Fox et al. (2010 Fox et al. ( , 2013 . This agreement in metallicity with the general MS, and the location of these directions relative to the MS, strongly suggests the detected 21-cm emission arises in the extension of the MS across this region. We will assume these directions probe MS gas at v LSR ≈ −336 ± 15 km s −1 moving forward. We note that no H I emission is detected in these directions outside of those expected for the MS, although we do find absorption from M31's CGM at velocities distinct from the MS in the strongest lines covered by the Project AMIGA COS data (see the Appendix). Table 2 ). All spectra are shown Hanning-smooted to ∆v ≈ 1.2 km s −1 . Limits are determined using the RMS brightness temperature variations across the uncontaminated spectral range of the observations and assuming FWHM = 25 km s −1 .
We have in hand a sample of 48 pointings through the halo of the Andromeda galaxy at impact parameters ρ < 1.2R vir with sensitivity to H I 21-cm emission of N (H I) ≈ 2 − 4 × 10 17 cm −2 per beam. The N (H I) limits for each sight line are shown as a function of impact parameter in Figure 3 and reported in Table 1 . To encompass the range of sensitivites, we adopt a survey search sensitivity of N (H I) ≤ 4 × 10 17 cm −2 (log N (H I) ≤ 17.60). The 5σ upper limits are shown for each sight line, with the exception of the two MS detections discussed in §2, for which the detected MS emission column densities are shown. Outside of the velocity range −370 v LSR −300 km s −1 , these two sight lines show no emission to limits similar to those observed along the other sight lines (see Table 1 ).
Clouds with H I column densities log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 could be present on scales smaller than the 2 kpc diameter GBT beam and remain undetected, as our limits apply to the beam-averaged column density. Indeed, high-resolution observations of HVCs in the inner regions of the halo (ρ 50 kpc) by Westmeier et al. (2005) have demonstrated that at least some M31 HVCs have smaller sizes ( D ∼ 1 kpc) and higher central column densities ( N (H I) ≈ 4 × 10 cm −2 ). Objects like these specific clouds would be readily detected by our observations on the basis of their masses ( M HI ≈ 10 5 M ), but there may still be small-scale clouds that lie below the detection limits of our data. In fact, the photoionization simulations by Lehner et al. (2013) suggested relatively small sizes for the z 1 LLSs in that work (the vast majority of which have N (H I) 10 17 cm −2 ), with only 11/25 of the systems they modeled having sizes > 1 kpc. We will discuss this issue further below.
Also shown on Figure 3 are predictions from the recent "zoom-in" galaxy simulations. The blue curve shows the median H I profile from the ALL Efb e001 5ESN of Liang et al. (2016) , which they note best fits recent COS observations of the CGM about z 1 galaxies while producing "unrealistic" results for the stellar component of a typical lowredshift galaxy. The cyan shading about the line represents the 95% confidence range of the measurements drawn from their simulation. Similar results from the NIHAO simulations of Gutcke et al. (2016) The principal result of our work is a calculation of the cumulative covering factor of H I as a function of impact parameter from M31. We calculate the covering factor from our data assuming a binomial distribution. We follow Cameron (2011) vLSR −300 km s −1 ). Also shown are profiles from recent simulations of H I around massive galaxies. The blue line shows the median H I profile from the z = 0 simulation of Liang et al. (2016) that best fits the ensemble of low-redshift CGM observations (their ALL Efb e001 5ESN run) along with the 95% confidence range of their values (cyan shading). This simulation follows a single log M h /M ∼ 12 halo to z = 0; while it does fairly well at matching CGM observations, its stellar component is "unrealistic" (Liang et al. 2016) . The dashed lines are examples of results from Gutcke et al. (2016) , showing the median values for their log M * /M = 10.66 and 10.89 galaxies. . The cumulative covering factors for impact parameters less than ρ, fc(≤ ρ), from our GBT observations. These values are appropriate for log N (HI) 17.6 (N (H I) 4 × 10 17 cm −2 ). Upper limits are shown at 90% confidence. We assume a binomial distribution for each bin and follow the approach of Cameron (2011) in calculating the one-sided confidence limit using the incomplete beta function estimator (for a number of targets given in the top panel). The covering factor limit for impact parameters less than the virial radius is fc(≤ Rvir) ≤ 0.051. Also shown in cyan are the covering factors that would be derived if one assumes the two sight lines with apparent MS emission are instead tracing emission from the CGM of M31 (shifted to slightly larger impact parameter for clarity). The central value is the median of the posterior probability distribution from the beta distribution generator, while the error bars denote the 80% confidence interval (i.e., the 10% and 90% quantiles) (Cameron 2011 ). The blue line shows the covering factor of HVCs in the inner regions of the halo (limiting sensitivity of log N (H I) ∼ 18.25), adjusting the results of Richter (2012) to reflect a cumulative covering factor. detections (successes) against the total sample (number of sight lines within a given impact parameter). Cameron demonstrates that the normalized likelihood function useful for calculating (Bayesian) confidence intervals on a binomial distribution with a non-informative (uniform) prior follows a beta distribution. We refer the reader to Cameron (2011) for a detailed justification of this approach, which is particularly useful for providing robust results in cases of small samples (particularly important at small impact parameter in our work).
The results of our covering factor calculations are given in Table 3 and shown in Figure 4 . We report cumulative covering factors: each point represents the covering factor for all impact parameters less than the one considered, f c (≤ ρ), rather than the differential covering factors (i.e., we calculate the covering factors for ≤ ρ rather than for ρ ± ∆ρ). Given the lack of detections, we report one-sided confidence limits (the 90% quantile of the distribution) in Table 3 . 6 We emphasize that the results for each impact parameter are not independent, as they include the same measurements as those at smaller impact parameter. Thus the results summarized in Figure 4 do not give information on the distribution of covering factors within M31's halo, only on the 90% confidence limits to the covering factor within a given impact parameter. [For interested parties, the limits on the differential covering factors are f c ≤ 0.162, 0.188, 0.099 at 90% confidence for 100 kpc-wide bins centered on ρ = 50, 150, 250 kpc, respectively.] We also note that our covering factors are only appropriate for regions outside of the H I disk of M31 (i.e., in the CGM). We define positions associated with the disk as those that would fall on a projected circle of radius r = 30 kpc at an inclination angle of i ≈ 78
• (Braun 1991) . We also show in Figure 4 the results we would obtain if we assume the two H I detections are in fact associated with the CGM of M31, although we stress that this seems highly unlikely (see Appendix). The covering factors derived under this assumption are summarized in Table 4 at impact parameters for which the results are different than those in Table 3 . We give three values in Table 4 : f c (≤ ρ) 0.1 , f c (≤ ρ) 0.5 , f c (≤ ρ) 0.9 , which correspond to the 10%, 50% (median), and 90% quantiles for the covering factor distributions (again using the incomplete beta generator discussed by Cameron 2011).
We find the covering factor within R vir is f c (≤ R vir ) ≤ 0.051 (90% confidence limit). Our ability to provide meaningful constraints is dependent on the number of sight lines probed, and thus the limits are not strong in the inner regions where < 10 sight lines were observed (see Figure 4 , top). Even though we do not detect H I emission in our survey, one should not be under the impression that there is no high column density gas associated with M31's CGM, as Wolfe et al. (2016) ; Kerp et al. (2016); Westmeier et al. (2005 Westmeier et al. ( , 2008 have found clumps of high column density gas in the halo (in some cases to ρ ∼ 100 kpc from the center of M31). However, any such gas must have a very small covering factor at, e.g., ρ 50 kpc. Westmeier et al. (2008) , for example, find ∼ 95% of the HVCs in their map of a region of the M31 CGM are confined to ρ 50 kpc (for M HVC 1.3 × 10 5 M at 5σ). In our data, gas at column densities log N (H I) 17.6 can be present on scales smaller than the 2 kpc-diameter beam and remain undetected, so long as the total mass is less than our typical sensitivity of M HI ≈ 10 4 M . Figure 4 also shows an assessment of the covering factor of HVCs about M31 by Richter (2012) (based on the maps of Thilker et al. 2004 ). The blue curve in Figure 4 shows these results rescaled for our assumed distance and transformed into the cumulative covering factors used here based on Richter's fit. The results beyond ρ ≈ 60 kpc are an extrapolation of that fit. This fit applies only to the HVC component as defined by Thilker et al. (2004) . It excludes the disk of M31. Our new limits are compatible with the HVC covering factors, although the HVCs were observed over an area in which we have few measurements and limited constraints. The HVCs (and "bridge" material) observed about M31 have typical column densities in excess of log N (H I)
18 and masses M HI 10 5 M , which would be readily detectable by our observations if such material were common in our survey area. While we discuss our results in the general context of the CGM, our definition of CGM is inclusive of "high velocity clouds." Our limits show there is not an abundance of HVCs beyond the mapping limits of those earlier works. A caveat is that our covering factor determinations are limited to −515 ≤ v LSR ≤ −170 km s −1 , the lower end set by frequency-switching limits and the upper end set to avoid contamination by Galactic HVCs.
COMPARISON WITH RECENT CGM SURVEYS AND SIMULATIONS

Comparison with Recent Observations
The nearest comparison to our measurements from the QSO absorption line literature are those of the COS-Halos survey (Tumlinson et al. 2011 (Tumlinson et al. , 2013 Prochaska et al. 2017) . The original survey targeted AGNs projected within ρ ∼ 150 kpc of 44 ∼L * galaxies at z ∼ 0.2, with detection of H I Lyman-series absorption in nearly every case (40/44; see Tumlinson et al. 2013) . Such absorption line observations can be sensitive to column densities as low as log N (H I) ≈ 13. Most of the H I detections in the original survey had H I column densities that were either orders of magnitude below our detection limits or that were not able to be determined due to the strong saturation of the available Lyman series lines. Follow-up measurements of the Lyman break in some of these these galaxies have recently been completed, providing stronger constraints on their H I column densities (Prochaska et al. 2017) . We compare our results with this most recent update. Figure 5 compares the updated COS-Halos measurements with our measurements in the halo of the Andromeda galaxy. The top panel shows N (H I) versus ρ from Prochaska et al. (2017) . All of the COS-Halos sight lines are considered, though many of the H I columns (19/44) fall below the lower bounds of this plot. Several of the COSHalos sight lines have only broad constraints, with lower limits from saturated Lyman series lines or a saturated Lyman break and upper limits from the lack of damping wings on Lyα or Lyβ. Prochaska et al. argue these systems should be treated as having a flat probability distribution in log N (H I) between their lower and upper bounds. We adopt this recommendation, plotting these systems in Figure 5 as extended error brackets (representing the 95% confidence interval) without central values.
There are several caveats to note when comparing our M31 measurements to those of COS-Halos. The COS-Halos sample probes a broad range of galaxy mass/luminosity centered roughly on "L * ." The estimated halo masses for the COS-Halos survey cover the range 11.5 log M h /M 13.7, with stellar masses 9.6 log M * /M 11.5; these (Prochaska et al. 2017 , see also Thom et al. 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013 ). The error bars without central values represent sight lines for which Prochaska et al. (2017) bracket the column densities with upper and lower limit, arguing for a flat probability distribution between those 95% confidence limits. Because the COS-Halos results probe galaxies over 2 dex in stellar mass (9.5 log M * /M 11.5), we plot the position of each galaxy according to its normalized impact parameter, ρ/Rvir (i.e., according to the impact parameter scale on the top axis) for comparison with the M31 results. Only about half of the COS-Halos systems are seen in this plot, the rest having column densities log N (H I) ≤ 16.5. All of the COS-Halos galaxies are at ρ/Rvir 0.75. Bottom: Covering factor limits for M31 compared with the covering factor of log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 absorption in the ensemble of COS-Halos galaxies. Here we have calculated the cumulative covering factors for the revised COS-Halos survey of H I (Prochaska et al. 2017 , see also Thom et al. 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013 ). The central value for the COS-Halos results is the median of the output distribution from the Monte Carlo approach described in the text, while the error bars denote the 10% to 90% quantiles. All of the COS-Halos galaxies are at ρ/Rvir 0.75, so we only plot covering factors within that limit. Note that the distribution of sight lines for the COS-Halos sample (grey histogram in the upper panel) is significantly different than that of our Andromeda sample, with the former weighting smaller normalized impact parameters more heavily.
should be compared with the Tamm et al. (2012) estimates for M31 of log M h /M ≈ 12.0 and log M * /M ≈ 11.0. Thus, we are comparing one galaxy to an ensemble of galaxies with a broad range in masses. Furthermore, due to this broad mass range, the relevant physical scales can vary significantly. We have chosen to present all COS-Halos measurements and results relative to their normalized impact parameter, ρ/R vir , which is shown across the top of the figures.
7 For this reason some of the COS-Halos measurements will appear at impact parameters larger than the survey limit of ρ 150 kpc, as the more massive systems in COS-Halos have virial radii larger than that of M31.
The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows a comparison of the covering factors derived for the Prochaska et al. (2017) results in comparison with ours for M31. The COS-Halos results are based on a Monte Carlo sampling of the full N (H I) distribution over a given (normalized) impact parameter range. We do this to account for the systems with lower and upper bounds on the column density that straddle our detection limit (though we have verified that it gives results indistinguishable from the Cameron 2011 approach if we consider only systems clearly above our detection limit). For each impact parameter considered, we create an N (H I) distribution that is the sum of the probability distribution functions (PDFs) describing each of the COS-Halos measurements. The direct measurements in Prochaska et al. (2017) have reasonably-symmetric errors, and we adopt a normal distribution for each in log N (H I). For the bounded values from Prochaska et al., we follow their recommendation and treat each as having a flat PDF between the limiting columns. For upper limits, we assume a flat PDF between log N (H I) = 10.0 and the quoted upper limits. To calculate the covering factor within a given impact parameter, we create 10,000 realizations of the observations, drawing the same number of H I column densities as sight lines within that range from the full N (H I) distribution. For each realization we calculate the covering factor as the fraction of the mock sight lines with log N (H I) ≥ 17.6. From the full sample of covering factors, we derive the quantiles of the distribution. The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the results, where the central values give the median of the distribution with error bars representing the [10%, 90%] quantiles (i.e., the 80% confidence interval).
The implied covering factor of gas with log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 for COS-Halos galaxies within 0.5R vir is f c (≤ 0.5R vir ) = 0.26 [0.18, 0.37] (median and [10%, 90%] quantiles), and it is ≈ 0.36 within 0.33R vir . (Although they do not normalize to the virial radius, these results are similar to those given by Prochaska et al. (2017) , who note the covering factor at ρ ≤ 75 kpc is 50% for log N (H I) 17.2.) The COS-Halos survey thus shows a striking prevalence of high column density H I absorption systems. A sizeable fraction of the COS-Halos absorption line measurements (at least 8/44) have columns in excess of our detection limit, log N (H I) = 17.6. The mean N (H I) for gas with log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 from COS-Halos is log N (H I) ≥17.6 = 19.15 (with a geometric mean log N (H I) ≥17.6 = 18.65). This gas is detected frequently enough that the mean N (H I) drawn from our construction of the full N (H I) distribution of Prochaska et al. (2017) is log N (H I) = 18.51.
In roughly 30% of the COS-Halos galaxies, gas with log N (H I) ≥17.6 = 19.15 is observed within 0.5R vir . Any of our observations intercepting gas with this column density would readily detect such gas if it covered 30% of our 2 kpc beams. Thus, if the mean COS-Halos statistics are a fair representation of the structure of N (H I) on small scales -specifically as good reprentations of the fraction of a 2 kpc diameter beam covered by any high column density gas clouds -we should have detected any clouds having high H I columns like those seen in the COS-Halos measurements. Indeed, gas with log N (H I) = 19.15 would need to cover ≤ 2.8% of our beam to avoid detection, some 10× lower than implied by the COS-Halos covering factors.
It is the case that the radial distributions of sight lines in COS-Halos and our sample are weighted differently. The high column density H I absorbers in COS-Halos are at ρ 0.33R vir (Figure 5 ). Even considering only this range in impact parameter, however, our M31 covering factors f c (≤ 0.33R vir ) aren't consistent with those in the COS-Halos galaxies. Thus, it is difficult to reconcile the ensemble results from COS-Halos with our measurements of H I in the CGM of the Andromeda galaxy.
The COS-Halos galaxies that show gas at log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 have a mean stellar mass log M * /M ≈ 10.9 (full range 10.2 to 11.3), so this high column density gas resides in the halos of galaxies similar to M31. It is perhaps noteworthy that the COS-Halos survey attempted to select against pairs of L * galaxies (Tumlinson et al. 2013) , such as the M31-Milky Way pair. Thus, if M31 were at z ∼ 0.2, it may not have been been included in the COS-Halos survey. If its Local Group membership plays a role in determining the covering factor, the M31/COS-Halos comparison could be inappropriate (although the halos in the Local Group-like simulations of Nuza et al. 2014 show results similar to those of the single-halo simulations discussed below). However, because the initial selection was done using photometric redshifts, this selection against galaxy pairs was not as clear cut as initially intended ).
In general metal absorption lines show higher covering factors about galaxies than our H I 21-cm measurements about M31. Metal lines are found with covering factors > 60% − 75% within ∼ 0.5R vir (e.g., Chen et al. 2010; Nielsen et al. 2013; Stocke et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2014; Borthakur et al. 2016) . Indeed, LHW15 find covering factors near unity for C II and Si III absorption within ρ 0.5R vir , albeit with a very small sample. Preliminary results from Project AMIGA still support a high covering factor in these ions (N. Lehner et al. in prep) . The metal lines show higher covering factors in part due to the greater sensitivity of absorption line techniques to low column density gas (e.g., Lyα absorption lines are detectable to log N (H I) < 12.5), but it is also a reflection of the general ionization level of gas in the CGM. A majority of the cool and warm gas (10 4−5 ≤ T ≤ T vir ) in galaxy halos is significantly ionized Keeney et al. 2017) , including the LLS-like regime that we are probing (Lehner et al. 2013; Fumagalli et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2016) .
The metal ion covering factors about M31 are not that different than those found about COS-Halos and other galaxies. But, depending on the degree of saturation within the detected metals, we should not necessarily expect to see the same covering factor in high H I column density gas. We have compared the LHW15 measurements along the three sight lines with ρ 50 kpc relative to M31 to the COS-Halos results. All of the COS-Halos with high H I column densities (log N (H I) ≥ 17.6) also have significantly higher Si II, Si III, and C II columns than the three inner-halo Andromeda sight lines. These COS-Halos systems have > 2 − 3× higher Si III columns than M31 (all are lower limits due to saturation in the COS-Halos sight lines) and ∼ 10× higher Si II column densities. Thus, it appears the COS-Halos sight lines simply probe higher column densities of low-ionization gas, including H I. This is hidden by the comparison of metal ion covering factors because the metal absorption lines are so sensitive and quick to saturate. The metal / H I ratios in M31 appear to be consistent with those found by COS-Halos.
Comparison with Recent Simulations
The covering factors of H I and metal ions are considered in a number of simulation papers (Fumagalli et al. 2011a; Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011; Shen et al. 2012; Fernández et al. 2012; Fumagalli et al. 2014; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2015; Suresh et al. 2015; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2016; Gutcke et al. 2016; Liang et al. 2016) . The motivation for extracting this quantity from simulations arises in part because this is an observable quantity (Rudie et al. 2012; Prochaska et al. 2013 ), but also because the covering factor can respond to changes in the accretion rate and feedback intensity in a galaxy and the numerical approaches adopted. For example, the covering factors of LLS absorption can change by factors of > 2 depending on the wind models adopted or presence of AGN activity (e.g., Suresh et al. 2015) . Most commonly the predictions are made for z ∼ 2, not only because the simulations are less expensive to run to these redshifts, but also because there are more measurements of the H I covering factor at high redshift than at z ∼ 0, which typically requires space-based observations. At the same time, the choice of the limiting H I column for reporting the covering factors varies widely, depending on the focus of the simulations.
With this in mind, we compare our observations of M31 with the recent simulations reported in H17, who investigated the relationship of z < 1 LLSs to galaxies; these halos were simulated as part of the FIRE project (Hopkins et al. 2014) . Figure 6 compares our results with an ensemble of cosmological zoom simulations from H17, shown with the green curve and shaded regions. The analysis of H17 produce simulated column density distributions for their ensemble of galaxies, which they found to be consistent with the cosmological incidence rates of low-redshift (0 ≤ z ≤ 1.0) LLSs at log N (H I) ≥ 17.5 and log N (H I) ≥ 17.2 (Ribaudo et al. 2011) . These simulations however have difficulties matching the observed metallicity distribution of low-z LLSs (Lehner et al. 2013; Wotta et al. 2016 ). The results summarized in Figure 6 are from the four halos studied in H17 whose final (z = 0) masses are 11.8 ≤ log M h /M ≤ 12.1 (simulations m11.9a, m12i, m12q, m12v of H17). The simulated halos have been projected into a 512 3 grid spanning 2.4 × R vir (with cell sizes ∼ 1.0-1.2 kpc) for each simulation. We derived cumulative covering factors for log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 using normalized impact parameters ρ/R vir as we did in the COS-Halos comparison. We consider each of the simulated galaxies from three orthogonal perspectives and use 11 snapshots per simulation over the redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.25. Thus there are 132 total models that go into calculating f c (≤ ρ) and its quantiles for each impact parameter bin (which are sampled in steps of 0.1 ρ/R vir ).
The thick curve in Figure 6 shows the median of the H17 results, the darkest shading shows the interquartile range (from the 25% to 75% quantiles), and the lightest shading shows the 5% to 95% quantile range. The median results show that the covering factor from these simulations of high column density gas around galaxies in the mass range analyzed is generally relatively small, with simulated median covering factors f c (≤ 0.5R vir ) = 0.037 and f c (≤ R vir ) = 0.011. These compare with our upper limits of < 0.11 and < 0.051 at 90% confidence for the same two impact parameters; they are significantly lower than the results from COS-Halos at these same impact parameters. We point out that the simulations display significant variations in the covering factors. The variations are a result of both strong time- dependence related to wind and accretion activity (in the case of the H17) as well as variations between different galaxy halos Muratov et al. 2015, H17) .
The highest covering factors in the simulations arise in the inner regions of the galaxies. We do not sample ρ 50 kpc well with our 21-cm observations due to our focus on directions with known UV-bright AGN (we have only 4 directions in this regime). In the inner regions (within ρ ≈ 0.33R vir ≈ 100 kpc) the FIRE simulations from H17 seem to be in good agreement with the covering factors derived for M31's HVC population (Richter 2012) .
Other simulations find results similar to those of H17. For example, Gutcke et al. (2016) find f c ≈ 0% − 10% for log N (H I) ≥ 17.2 in simulations of M31-like mass galaxies at z ∼ 0, where the range represents the variations seen in simulations of different galaxies. Fernández et al. (2012) presented a high-resolution simulation of a single M31-like halo, and they found H I covering factors reasonably consistent with the Richter (2012) distribution for log N (H I) ≥ 17.7. Nuza et al. (2014) considered a Local Group-like configuration of halos; they find very high covering factors in the inner regions of those two halos, and results that are generally consistent with our observations. Our measurements in M31 are consistent with the median set of simulations in all of these cases, showing a quite low covering factor of optically-thick H I when assessed within R vir .
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have investigated the frequency of optically-thick gas with log N (H I) ≥ 17.6 about the local L * galaxy M31. On the basis of GBT searches for 21-cm emission with a 2 kpc beam, we find a minimal covering factor of such gas in the halo of the Andromeda galaxy. We derive a covering factor within the virial radius of f c (≤ R vir ) < 0.051. Our limits on the cumulative covering factor are not particularly strong in the inner halo (esp., ρ 0.25R vir ), where we have few pointings. Complementary information exists from the previous HVC results within ρ 0.2R vir Richter 2012 ).
There is some discrepancy in our assessment with previous work on the H I environment of the M31/M33 system. As noted earlier, the initial maps by seem to show more wide-spread emission than is present (Lockman et al. 2012; Wolfe et al. 2013 Wolfe et al. , 2016 .
8 More recently, Kerp et al. (2016) have emphasized the potential for blending of high-velocity M31 structures with the Milky Way's 21-cm emission. They attempted to decompose the complicated region around M31 with guidance from continuities in the "difference second moment map," arguing that several very large H I complexes within ρ ∼ 80 kpc are associated with M31. These complexes span tens of kpc at the distance of M31. We would not have included them as detections in our survey because they lie outside of our velocity range. The v LSR −100 km s −1 (within ≈ 200 km s −1 of M31's systemic velocity), whereas our survey is restricted to −515 ≤ v LSR ≤ −170 km s −1 in order to avoid contamination by Galactic HVC emission. Furthermore, none of our pointings directly intersect the clouds they identify, a by-product of our low sampling density at small impact parameters. Assuming all of the clouds Kerp et al. identify are indeed associated with M31, their Figure 7 implies covering factors just consistent with our limits. For example, their map implies f c (≤ 0.33R vir ) ≈ 0.2 (ignoring emission within 25 kpc in order to exclude the disk), which compares with our limit f c (≤ 0.33R vir ) ≤ 0.16 at 90% confidence. This covering factor estimate is dominated by the two large structures that they identify on opposite sides of the galaxy (their clouds a and b). It is a bit disconcerting that the two structures, separated by many tens of kpc, both lie at the extreme positive velocities expected for circumgalactic material about M31 (both with v LSR ≈ −115 km s −1 ). It is not clear why two structures separated by more than the diameter of M31's disk should have the exact same extreme velocity. The covering factors implied by the Kerp et al. (2016) are ∼ 2× higher than those of Richter (2012) at the same impact parameters. This discrepancy is wholly connected to the issues of blending with Milky Way HVC gas at v LSR −170 km s −1 . While Kerp et al. attempt to solve it through a unique approach, it is difficult to verify their results with other means.
In general our limits to the H I covering factor are quite consistent with the low values expected from cosmological zoom simulations of individual galaxies at z ≈ 0 (Gutcke et al. 2016, H17) . With no detections, we do not have a valid characterization of the shape of the f c distribution about M31, although the work by Richter (2012) provides a fit to the HVC covering factor within ∼ 60 kpc. Some of the simulated galaxies show higher f c than is observed in M31, as captured in the simulations ranges shown in Figure 6 . This is a result of the halo-to-halo variations as well as the significant temporal variations within a single halo (Rahmati et al. 2015; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2015, H17) . Thus, while the covering fraction of optically-thick gas about M31 is not in conflict with the simulations, it is a single sample from a specific time. It may be drawn from a broad distribution like those seen in the simulations.
As discussed in §4.1, our results appear discrepant from the COS-Halos galaxies (Tumlinson et al. 2013; Prochaska et al. 2017) . There are very few other works that put strong constraints on the covering factor of optically-thick gas about low-redshift galaxies. There could be a multitude of physical reasons for the difference between M31 and COS-Halos: 1) M31 could have experienced significant evolution in the last 2.5 Gyr, the time since the typical redshift of the COS-Halos galaxies; 2) "green valley" galaxies with star formation rates like M31, which are not well sampled by COS-Halos, may have distinct CGM properties; 3) the presence of M31 in a group with another massive spiral, which would have been (mildly) selected against in the COS-Halos sample, may affect its CGM. However, it's unlikely we could distinguish these effects from simple stochastic variations for a single galaxy.
The environment of M31 could plausibly play a role in shaping its CGM. Burchett et al. (2016) found a smaller detection rate (covering factor) of C IV for galaxies in high density environments (assessed over ρ ≈ 1.5 Mpc). They do not find a corresponding difference in H I covering factor, but their dynamic range in N (H I) is small due to saturation of Lyα (they cannot probe columns higher than log N (H I) ∼ 14.5). However, the Local Group would not be included in their high density category, as only 2-3 galaxies would make their luminosity cut (M r < −19 mag) for identifying galaxies in their density counting scheme. We note that Nuza et al. (2014) have presented simulations of a Local Group-like pair of halos, both of which show high covering factors. They find near unity (differential) covering factors for gas at log N (H I) 17.85 to 30-50 kpc in their two halos. However, this is based on only one pair of halos seen at a single time, so we cannot yet draw strong conclusions based on these simulations.
In general higher covering fractions are found from metal absorption line searches. Several studies of strong Mg II absorption (typically W r 0.3 mÅ) have found quite high covering factors (e.g., > 0.6) within ∼ R vir (Chen et al. 2010; Nielsen et al. 2013) , even for relatively massive galaxies like M31. Some of this difference has to do with the broad range of H I column densities probed by Mg II absorption, which can trace gas over nearly 5 orders of magnitude in N (H I) (gas with log N (Mg II) ∼ 13 -W r (2796) ∼ 0.3 mÅ -can probe solar metallicity gas with log N (H I) ∼ 16 or damped Lyα systems with < 1/300 of the solar metallicity; Wotta et al. 2016) .
We note that Rao et al. (2013) searched for the signature of Mg II and other low-ion absorption from the halo of M31 using low-resolution COS spectra. They probed impact parameters 13 ρ 112 kpc with 10 AGNs, finding absorption in four sight lines, all of which reside at ρ 40 kpc and within the log N (H I) ∼ 18.3 contours of the 21-cm measurements. Their observations, sensitive to W r (2796) ∼ 0.3 − 0.5Å, targeted AGNs projected along M31's major axis. The lack of absorption in their four targets at 40 ρ 112 kpc is perhaps not surprising given the small number of sight lines and the low covering factor of high column density gas we find (their low-resolution observations have sensitivity to only W r (2796) ∼ 300 mÅ, whereas Project AMIGA's sensitivity is ∼ 20 mÅ).
Roughly half of the sight lines observed in this work have been observed by HST/COS at intermediate resolution (G130M+G160M) as part of Project AMIGA. These observations, a subset of which were published by LHW15, are sensitive to relatively weak metal line absorption, notably in transitions from the ions C II, C IV, Si II, Si III, Si IV. The preliminary data from this program suggest a quite high metal line covering factor. One of the initial goals for Project AMIGA GBT was to provide an H I reference for potential metallicity estimates, since Lyα absorption from the Andromeda galaxy is swamped by the Galactic absorption trough. Unfortunately, with only upper limits on N (H I) coupled with potential beam-dilution effects, we cannot provide a hydrogen reference for the metallicity determination. Without the hydrogen reference, determining the metallicities along these sight lines will not be possible (on this point we disagree with the recent work of Koch et al. 2015) .
Better constraining the covering factor in the inner regions of M31's CGM may be readily accomplished by simply observing more sight lines (and more GBT observations are forthcoming). The H I maps of Thilker et al. (2004) as analyzed by Richter (2012) provide some guidance in this inner region, albeit at worse mass sensitivity than the current observations and only at ρ 50 kpc. Pushing below our current H I column density limits, which are in the range of log N (H I) ∼ 17.4 to 17.6 at 5σ, is in principle possible. However, in many of the cases presented here the limiting factor in the H I sensitivity is the quality of the spectral baselines. The GBT baselines are already among the best available, but we are working near the limit for the current instrumentation.
SUMMARY
We have used the Green Bank Observatory's 100-m Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope to search for 21-cm emission from the CGM of our neighbor M31. We detect no H I emission, with column density limits that overlap studies of QSO absorption line experiments (notably the LLSs). Our principal conclusions are as follows.
1. We constrain the covering factor of optically-thick H I with log N (H I) 17.6 about M31 to be f c (≤ R vir ) < 0.051 (90% confidence).
2. Our covering factor limits for these high H I column densities are much lower than those found for metal lines about L * galaxies, including M31 (LHW15).
3. The covering factors derived here are also discrepant from recent measurements by the COS-Halos project at the same H I column densities (Prochaska et al. 2017) . The origin of this difference is not clear. It may be related to characteristics of M31 that are not represented in the COS-Halos sample, although the difference could also be consistent with stochastic variations in M31's CGM with time. SiIII 1206 Figure A1 . COS absorption line spectra of the sight line to RBS 2055 compared with the GBT H I emission along this sight line (top). The metal absorption lines are O I λ1302, Si II λ1193, and Si III λ1206 (top to bottom). The shaded areas represent the region over which the column densities were determined (the GBT columns were determined via a Gaussian fit, the COS absorption columns via direct integration). The Si III absorption contains unresolved saturation, giving only a lower limit to the column density (see LHW15). In addition, the lesser saturation of the gas at vLSR −310 km s −1 relative to the principal component centered at vLSR ≈ −335 km s −1 causes the central velocity of the much stronger Si III line to appear at higher velocities relative to the other transitions. These measurements together provide a measure of the metallicity, The sight lines with detected H I emission -toward RBS 2055 and RBS 2061 -both lie close to the MS, and the velocity of this emission is similar to expectations for the MS in these directions. Figure A1 shows a few transitions from our Project AMIGA HST/COS spectra of the sight line to RBS 2055 (N. Lehner et al., in prep.) . We detect absorption from a wide range of ions, including C II, O I, Si II, Si III, and Si IV. These are centered at v LSR ≈ −335 km s −1 , very slightly offset from the centroid of our apparent H I emission in this direction, but well within the COS wavelength calibration uncertainties. The detection of O I is noteworthy, in that it implies a high column density of H I, in agreement with our direct 21-cm observations, and because O I is not detected along any of the other sight lines at large impact parameters in our Project AMIGA data outside of the region projected near to the MS.
The detection of O I is also significant because the ionization fractions of O I and H I are coupled by a strong charge exchange reaction (Chambaud et al. 1980; Stancil et al. 1999 , e.g.,). Thus ionization corrections that might apply in transforming measures of N (O I)/N (H I) into the O/H abundance ratio are generally very small (e.g., Fox et al. 2013) . We measure an O I column density in this gas log N (O I) = 13.62 ± 0.11. Comparing this directly to our H I column density measurements from Table 2 (assuming ionization corrections are very small) yields an estimated abundance [O/H] = −0.95 ± 0.12 (statistical errors only). This value is in good agreement with several measurements made along the main body of the MS by collaborators. Fox et al. (2010, 2013 ) have derived [O/H] = −1.0 to −1.2 in several regions along the MS. These include a measurement along the sight line to NGC 7469, only ∼ 21
• from RBS 2055, which shows [O/H] = −1.00 ± 0.05 (statistical errors only) for a column density of log N (H I) = 18.62 ± 0.03 from GBT+Effelsberg observations (Fox et al. 2013) . These measurements were made in the same way as our abundance estimate: comparing metal lines (O I in most cases) with ground-based H I 21-cm measurements. Thus, our metallicities should be directly comparable to those of Fox et al.. Given the location of these sight lines close to the great circle on which the MS lies, as well as the overall agreement in the expected velocities and metallicities, we conclude that the emission detected toward RBS 2055 and the nearby RBS 2061 arises in the MS. There are sight lines in our sample near to the MS that lack emission at these velocities. However, this is not unexpected, as the MS is quite patchy in this direction (this region is referred to as the "tip" of the MS by Nidever et al. 2010) . We also note that at velocities outside of −350 v LSR −300 km s −1 , the RBS 2055 and RBS 2061 sight lines show no other emission. This is in contrast to the COS data toward RBS 2055, which show well-detected absorption at v LSR ∼ −420 km s −1 in ions such as Si II, Si III, and C IV, presumably from the CGM of M31 ( Figure A1 and N. Lehner et al., 2017, in prep.) .
Having concluded that the gas at v LSR ≈ −330 km s −1 in this direction probes the MS, our absorption line data provide measures of the physical conditions in the MS gas. Our observations include Si II, Si III, and Si IV. The summed column density of these ions is log N (Si) ≥ 13.73 ± 0.02. These ions together probe the low-to moderateionization gas in the MS, including photoionized gas and collisionally-ionized gas at T 70, 000 K. O I is a tracer of the neutral gas content. Thus, the ratio of O I to the total Si column provides a measure of the ionization fraction of the gas (see Lehner et al. 2015) . The H I ionization fraction derived for the cool/warm gas along this sightline is x(H 0 ) ≡ N (H 0 )/N (H) > 0.97, implying a total column density of log N (H I+ H II) > 19.6, similar to that found in a much larger sample of MS sight lines by Fox et al. (2014) . If one excludes the gas associated with Si IV, imagining it resides in much different physical conditions than the lower ionization gas, the result is not much changed (x(H 0 ) > 0.96), since Si IV is only ∼ 25% of the total column. a Anglular separation from the center of M31.
b We adopt 752 kpc as the distance of M31 from the sun (Riess et al. 2012 ).
c We assume R vir = 300 kpc following Lehner et al. (2015) .
d RMS brightness temperature noise per 0.6 km s −1 channel.
e The 5σ column density sensitivities (in cm −2 ) for each sight line. Any detections are summarized in Table 2 . 
